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In the period since the Stockbols Qnference in 1972 o ideas about
the relationship between environment and deve1cnent have zxergone a
fivamenta1 change. Far fron being in oonflict with exnic growth, the
environment is now seen as its friend. tb-one now challenges the ooncept
that we sbould .me tim world a natiral resotrces rnmtainably.
Information, ideas, theories, sufficient to fiLl a large library, have
emerged - yet the fact renàins that t1cse ideas have been too se1ti,i
applied.

Th. result is that in 1984 the fox main biological fozations of
the glca1 eny - croplands, grasslands, forests and fisheries - are
tuler greater strain than ever before. We have the bxwi-how and nost of
the means to build a smta.1nable glcbal society, and yet we appear, in
many areas, to be going backwards.

It is a].]. very perplexing and fnmtrating. It is as tboh we
f rant the .noan maze but lack the golden thread to guide tm to the

centre.

This has been a prevalent feeling at T.I1!P 'a Governing xcil and in
its Secretariat. !bv far have we advanced in achieving a
ixerstanding of environmental issas? 1There are we heading? And what
are oir ultimate goals?

In an endeavoir to provide the answers the decision was taken by tim
Qtncil to prepare an flivirorsiental Perspective to tIm Year 2000 and
BeaxL Jbr this pi.pose it established its own Intergovernmental
Preparatory Qrmittee. The Perspective docunent would be presented to
the General Assembly for adoption. A ecial Oirission ccmVrised of
eminent international figtres would assist the Coizcil in addition to its
work in addressing the larger iesa of environment in the global
problematiqtm. The General Assembly endorsed the Coircil' s
remndaticns, genero%m fuing frau varioi.m governments was pledged
and or thaixman and Vice-iairman were appointed by tim Secretary
General of the I..bited Nations.

I am pleased to note that the thairman and Vice-thairman, have
srceeded in apjinting a distinguished body of fel2 uinhers with full
regard to geograical distribution. And to assist the mnission
members a pennanent secretariat has rv been established tder the
leadership of Mr. Jim )d1eill wbose outstanding work with 0) is well
laxwn. In TI'I we are confident that Mr. Maeill and his oolleagtms in
the Secretariat with their expertise in environmental erns will serve
the rrmission 1nIiers well.

In UN we are also all cciilm4 tted to establishing a fruitful and
hacniotm relationship with the ()imisaion. As you know the General
Assembly stipulated that close ties abould exist between the Cini asian
and the Intergoverrnimntal Inter-Sessional Preparatory Crirnittee, set ip
by the Governing uil, to prepare the Perspective 1ocunent.

In fact the fouations of s a close relationship were laid,
t'ani Qairman, when you addressed the Preparatory uunittee's first
session on yoiz plans for the On{asion. Its task is at once exciting,
and challenging. I welocine this opporttrity to extend T' a full



co-operation in the evolution of what you tenned "a lor. term strategy
for survival of this planet; a strategy which recognizes the
interdependent nature of hunan activity and endeavour."

We are looking to this strategy to provide the global oczimurdty with
new inspiration and direction in short to be our "golden thread".

Madame chairman, lir. Vice chairman, Zmbers of the C"miisaion.

Tho4 the idea for a Cimiseion evolved within UNEP, and thoh it
will, fall to our Governing zcil to transmit your report to the General
Assenbly, it is rot part of our ftrction to say the Odssion should
tackle its job. But I thoi4*t it mit be heipful if today I devoted the
major part of n' statement to outlining what we see as the premises for
building a sustainable society.

We are ivinced that progress in tackling environmental
despoilation depends on a sore thoroi4 tnlerstanding of its linkages,
direct and indirect, with the wider aspects of 'eic and social
develcpnent. The environment affects, and is, in turn, affected ' the

forces which have created and still govern the global problematique.

But when - from an envircrmental standpoint - we attempt to identify
those forces, the threshold into the is crossed. They incl.de:

* the mismanagement of our natural resource base,

* poverty and its impact on hunan beings and their
environment,

* Over-cons uaption and the impact of the demands of the
privileged on the envirment,

* population growth, éspeci ally in those areas where the
increase in hunan. nunbers is uermining the carrying
capacity of the biosere,

* the squandering of hunan and natural resources on the
develcpnent and man*.acture of armaments,

* the widespread lack of trderstanding on the part of
decision-makers and the ptlic at large of the
implications of environmental destrtrtion for social,
ecoixinic and political stability.

,at, then, are the premises for possible solutions? Fran what base
will we rove the ideas for sustainable developnent into action?

The first and sost important premise is the generally agreed.
perception that eocaxinic develcpnent and environmental quality are
interdependent and, in the long term, mutually reinforcing. rational
management of the world's threatened natural resource base forestals a
loss in envirntal quality and enhances sustainable ecxinic growth.
For example, recycling of waste materials serves environmental and
ecoric objectives simultaneously.

A second premise is the need to view environmental problems as a
system. A coherent set of solutions are required to ensure they each
have a positive impact on the other. For example a hydro-electric dam



may be built tb generate electricity and provide water for irrigated
agriculture, but both objectives - more energy and more fc*,d - will be
frtmtrated in the long term triless steps to nserve watersheds, and to
avoid eutrophication and salinization are taken during the planrthx and
cons trirt ion stages.

A third is flexibility and anticipation. If we start Z the
premise that today's problems will also be tcacrrow's, then we needlessly
close future cçtions. We need to keep a weather eye on problems as they
evolve. We need to devise a long term and flexible response that will
help in overcoming the inevitable time lag between agreeing on lolutions
and applying them.

Fxamantal to this objective is a system for mitoring and
anticipating environmental trends. Satellite itoring and other
tethniqes have vastly iroved our capacity for observing environmental
changes. Within {mtad marçier and hunan resources, UN's Global
Environmental tbnitoring System has mede important progress, providing
decision-makers with the bard data they need for forward planning. If we
are to sircessfully anticipate future changes, a great deal more
attention will need to go into environmental monitoring.

A fourth premise is that actions should be sufficiently dynamic to
have a meaningful and positive impact on the system. 'Iha implication is
that processes in the problematiqia which are ' their very nature
capable of having suth an impact and of being directed, m*.mt be
identified and harnessed.

The large scale and dynamic process in the problematiqus Which may
be harnessed to resolving enviramntal problems, and which mal-eddressed
causes them, is develnent. The idea thus is that develcpnent should be
harnessed to solve the problem of the gkal problematiqiz, and should do
so in a stable manner over the long term. The capsule phrase given to
this idea in t.1N is sustainable develznent.

Fifth must be a mirh greater awareness am the public and
decision-makers in particular of the environmental dimension to the
global problematigus. Without public pressure for action little that is
positive will be achieved. Unless people - in developed and developing
coiritries - erstand more fully what is at stake, and 1 their future
well-being is threatened, our objectives will riot be realised.
Implementing sustainable develcçznent strategies will demand trede-offs
and, sometimes, short-term sacrifice. It is only through greater public

erstanding that a political climate will be created that will 11cw
Iecision-makers to take the required actions.

I think it is fair to say that increasing nunbers of the public are
aware that the pressures on the envirnent are moiziting. The loss of
tropical. forests, species extinctions, the encroaching deserts, acid
rain, nrlear waste disposal, dangerous pesticides, chemical d.mping,
soil erosion, the hxan settlements crisis - these are environmental
issuss that have aroused a gccd deal of public concern.

But I think it is also fair to say that beyond the constitusncy so
well represented here today, there is little or rio ix1erstarx1ng that
these environmental problems are merely symptoms of more deep-seated,



more intractible forces. nd that these are generated by insufficient or
poorly executed develcpnent.

There is even less erstarding that we are all in this together.
The conseq1nces of envirzntal destrttion pay no heed to social,
political az eccxunic barriers. A more thorol* zerstanding of
environmental intezdeperxence between nations is an essential
pre-cx!ition for building a sttainable society.

Tbtil recently we in the envizoment movenent have been very go at
pointing out what is going wrong with the world. Our case for
sttainable development has rested squarely on the negative. But there
are signs that we are moving into a more pritutic, more clear-eyed

I*lase.. During the debate on desertification at our most recent Governing
0,*ncil it was notable }xi government after government called i.çon iI
to point to instances where schemes to cnhat the advancing desert had
been siccessf ul. They wanted same .&ouragnt; they wanted, in
otherwords, to see sustainable devei.opusnt in action.

Thus, the major tasks facing the Cziidsaion are clear: to
ocnceptualize sustainable development in operational terms and to develop
long term strategies for its achievement. And they must be strategies
which appeal and have meaning to people who may have little or no
knowledge for the environment. And here I am talking of the planners.
ecxnists, businessmen, politicians, lawyers. aecozitante, soldiers,
engineers whose decisions decide the course of development, and thereby
the fate of our husan environment. With eh a course embarked tçon, the
golden thread will sely begin to ixiwind.

'lb mean anything these strategies must bring hçe to millions who
live on or .near the margins of existence. The 2 billion who must chop
firewood to meet their meagre energy needs; the rural and urban
majorities in developing nations who lack cess to safe water and
sanitation; the 850 million who live in the shada.i of creeping deserts;
and the as yet trcoited millions of drot victims who have eaten their
seed grain and slaughtered their breeding livestock. They have been
forced to discotrit tcemcrra, in the struggle to survive today. Their
lifestyle is one of self-ininolation - if we fail to answer their needs,
if we fail to point out ways and means they can became beneficiaries of
development, then this exercise will have been a futile waste of time.

I believe you would agree that tnless the txx!erprivileged are made
to feel that they have a full, role to play in development, no strategy
for-sustainable development can hope to be sicessfui. This means that
the Ctsmiissicgi will need to confront sceie thorny issuss; and the
strategies suggested will not always be palatable.

Forewist will be the issus of improving land tenure. When a farmer
feels insecure the tendency is to 'mine' the land .ztil it is no longer
prodtive, then moving on elsewhere to repeat the process. As a recent
i'brld Bank Peport stated: "There is vest potential in improving
inequitable land tenure patterns which prczcte poverty, environmental
degradation and inefficient natural resource use". Surely this is an
absolutely crtxial factor? For riless the tzerprivileged are given
security of tenure, little headway will be made in improving
environmental management in the rural, areas. Mtrh the same applies to
dealing with the developing crisis in the world's urban areas.



The datriting prospect facing the gla1 cctzity is 'a population
s.abilizing at arouxl 10 billion people midway throh the next centy.
We mtmt expect that in the short term the nunbers of the absolute poor
will increase, making more difficult the aim of achieving a balance
between environment and develnent.

This need nct be a caune for despair. The increase in population is
essentially a result of oix ecees in ocnquering many diseases and in
providing a greater qtmntity and variety of food.. With the ztable
exception of Africa, per capita increases in food output have kept pace
with th. incr.aa in hunan nunbsrs. The a1l.ng. is tfo1ds to
identify the catmes of environmental destrtion and the elements of
secess. We need to weed out the former and build on the latter.

A prclem the issicn is certain to enoouter is that in general,
neo-classical ecornice and environmental management are difficult to
merge, mainly becaune environmental valuns are difficult to qunntify.

vironmental conseqtencea si. as air qtality, soil fertility and so on
have important implications for hunan health or agricultira]. pradirtivity
and altho*4i these may be important ecornic factors they are r,t
amenable to exact ineasizenent. Ebw, for example, do you put a price tag
on keeping a river xço11uted? On preserving an endangered species that
may ttn out to be of major econanic valun? And what is the econanic
ji.tification for conserving sl -rcduing renewable natural resoizces
such as whales, redwoods or tropical hardwoods? The classic eunic
approach would be to destroy them xlete1y and invest the profits in a
more ltative enterprise.

Ibwever, when we see marine pollution and destrirtion of fish
breeding grous is iriermining marine-based econcnies; when we see 1

deforestation is affecting local c1iu'te patterns; and when we see soil
erosion ixxermining agriculttral prodirtivity, we see also the bankri.ptcy
- quite literally - of the traditional approach which measures sixeessfu1
develnent pzely in high GP growth rates. Sh an approach creates
powerful incentives for coirtries to "liquidate" their natura1 reaotrce
base as rapidly as possible.

that needs to be achieved is an accriiwvlation in econanic
decision-making of the long term social, aesthetic, spirituni and, of
cotse, ecctxnic conseqinces of the irreversible liquidation of natural
capital. It all r'es down to keeping the options open for ourselves and
for future generations. In short, the need is to define the specific
principles of suntainable developnent and cot1e them with current
eaianic theories and practices.

Madame thairman and (ninission 'n'nbers, I do nct uderestimate the
difficult burden you have so selflessly assuned. A burden made all the
greater by the caxlexity and the fog of *xicertainty still sirrotning
the relationship between people and the systems of the world. th we
have learnt a great deal, it has served merely to show how mrh we have
still to learn about the relationships and linkages between people,
resources, environment and develcçmient. Take the term "carrying
capacity", so m in fashion these days. It is it a fixed concept, but
metamorphizes as hunan nunbers increase, as climate shifts, as ecosystems
evolve, as developnent patterns change.



Ibt in the next few generations will the global systems be so fully
ux!erstood that they may be treated mechanically, and in prescribing
solutions, a sense of hunility is requred. Our aicroaches i-uld be
tesered by awe of our natural, and social inheritances. A spirit of not
destroying what we are yet to crehend, a spirit of symbiotic
partnership with all that matters on ow planet sI-culd guide ow
actions This too is an aspect of "suetainable devekpnnt". Strategies
for siztainable develcpnent muet look to people, tivate them aix! give
t1n the tools to achieve their aspirations. 'lb deal with the issues of
environment thtz becones a matter Which transcends environmentalists, wc
muet look to the conviction they carry with h%ranity as a wcle as they
pursue their ecorxsnic or social or military or reprodrtive activities.

nceptualization mizt start frcr two basic perceptions:

- life processes are inter-inectad in intricate ways:

- air, water, land aix! life ctnstitutá an inter-locking.
system;

- Elements vital to all life ive in cycles between the rodcs,
water, air aix! living matter. Harsh experience has shown that beyond
certain limits these cycles cannot be disturbed without caing
irrevocable 'je. A recognition of these Fim4ts is at the heart of
environmental management. We muet une nature but we munt maintain
natural systems sufficiently intact to suetain genetic richness aix! to
maintain the stcortive cycles of the biosE*ere.

It is not only that the life processes are inter-connected but that.
the seamless web spu by today's trade, c,cmnuications aix! finances has
stinerged the inter-connections in the world' s ecorxnic aix! political
systems as well. These inter-connections are increasingly placed in
jeopardy by the conflicting demand for resources aix! the growing
divergence of need, interest and power coutries at different
stes of developnent. It is necessary in the interest of all to seek
edjuethent of these differences so that suetainable develment of the
poorer regions of the world receives first priority. Otherwise
population is less likely to be stabilized aix! political tensions aix!
pressures on resources will inevitably increase.

In formulating appropriate strategies for suetainable developnent,
it will be necessary:

to evaluete the realistic options available to ooizitries
aix! gro.çs with different socio-çoi.itical systems and at
different stages of ecoinic efficiency aix!
technological advancement.

to disseminate information on environmental and
conservation problems so that decision-makers at all
levels, six! in different sectors, ncve liu
react-and-cure to anticipatory and preventive policies.

to make explicit the linkages that exist between
develoçmtent and low-waste and non-waste technologies,
recycling, ixx!uetrial aix! energy planning aix! so forth.

and (4) to achieve a nunber of critical, transitions:



- energy transition to an era in which energy is prodtred and
used at hi-efficiency witicut aggravating other global
problems,

- de!zcgrapllic transition to a stable world population of arou
10 billion;

- resotzce transition to reliance on flat tue' s "inccxe" and nct
depletion of its "capital".

Ladies and Gentlemen.

The Cmj ssiai was seen as an essential means to achieve the task
because governments in the Governing Coxici1 of UN and in the General
Assembly felt that the eminence of the participants, working in
substantive independence, and nbilizing great resoces of experience in
all the areas of the global problematique, would nct only develop the
needed approaches but carry conviction with the world ounixity. This
would greatly assist governments in their in tasks intergovernmeritally,
in reaching the required agreements and in inlementirq them.

Ibwever, the Camnission may well, ask - far has TJN itself
progressed in this task? Since the Stockbolm Conference and the creation
of tIP, many initiatives have been taken, and I would like to describe
the principal ones as stages or bench-marks in a process, and share with
you scre ccz1usions.

At the Stockholm nference itself the ept of poverty as a major
pollutant was made explicit for the first time. And it was widely
accepted that the presaixes on life-s tpport systems generated by poverty
are as sificant as the pollution created by industry, techx1cgy and
over-consuuption by the affluent: both lead to the rapid depletion of
basic natiral resoces. The clusicn reached in terms of sustainable
develoçinent was the need to internalize environment ]straints in
develcment.

At the joint ULC1'N)/UN' Synsiue on Patterns of Resoixce Use,
virotment and velqment Strategies held at Occoyoc in txico in

October 1974, the internal and international linkages of patterns of
ccnsurtion in developed and developing coritries were considered and the
concept of "ecodevelopuent" was developed. according to the Ocoyoc
1c1aration the road ahead lies - and I qte - "oh a careful and
dispassionate assesement of the outer limitg, throih co-operative search
for ways to achieve the inner limits of fixamenta1 hiran rights, throh

- the building of social strtxes to express those rights, and thro*h
all, the patient work of devising techniqs and styles of developnent
which enhance and preserve o planetary inheritance".

I pointed out to the brld Pbod nference in the same year that any
strategy to increase food prodition on a sustained basis s1u1d
explicitly take accoiit of the cc'plesientarity of environment and
develcçmient. The objective must be to maxinise food prodtion without
destroying the ecological basis for sustainable prodirtion. I ncted that
strategies to solve the world food problem must be developed in full
kzxwledge of the web of inter-dependence that exists between food
pro&tion and the other major prob1'ns facing mankind.



4. A series of seminars were organized by UNEP in co-operation with tbe
giona1 Pconanic 0*mnissiona dxing 1979 and 1980. The regional.

seminars clearly shc*,ed that to reach meaningful conclicns on
alternative developnent patterns and lifestyles, attention mi.t foct on
a broad range of interrelated issues inclting: technological options
and resotxce profiles, patterns of rzal developnent, incltxling
particularly food systems and management of renewable resoixces, patterns
of ban developnent and, above all, q*msticris relating to institutional
aspects of management and participatory planning.' These conclzicns were
considered, in txn. by the executive eeoretari.s of the regional
econonic cciiui scions and experts who met in Nairobi in March 1980. They.
made rexunendations to the Preparatory Orittee for the New
International Develcçznent Strategy. These Reimendations sidered
that "hunankind is a part of the bioysica1 world, acts .çon it and is
affected by its reactions. The biophysical iorld is the life-stçport
system of society and provides space, a fl of materials and energy, and
a mediun for the reabsorption of wastes. These functions of the
environment, adeqtely understood and wisely managed. constitute a basis
for the achievement of the goals of devel*nent. It is essential,
therefore, that the interaction between patterns of develcpnent and the
environment be fully and explicitly taken into account in the New
International Develnent Strategy for the 1980s".

These and other remnendations Lru T.tIEP were taken into account in
the framing of the New International Develcpnent Strategy for the Third
UN Developnent Decade, adopted by the General Assembly in December 1980.
The present WS stresses the need for a deve1ient process which is
environmentally st.tainable over the long run and protects the ecological
balance.

5. In 1980 the brld Conservation Strategy prodted by IUQ in
partnership with UNEP and F was pi.tl.ished. It set out clearly the
objectives for living resozce conservation:

to maintain essential ecological processes and life sçport
systems.

to preserve genetic diversity

and c) to ensxe the s*.tainable utilization of species and ecosystems.

6. A decade ago, foll,ing .çon the first lbrld pu1ation Conference
in Bucharest, the General Assembly called for a programme of st.iee on
.he interrelationships between population, resotzces, environment and
developnent. But it quickly became clear that the conceptun.l base was
lacking, and UNEP tixned its attention to building suth a base. A
symsiun on interrelationships was held at Stockholm in Att 1979.
The Synçosiun was fo11,ed by ti UNEP-convened sessions of a high-level
expert grow on the interrelationships, in 1980 and 1981. The groi.

developed the required ccnceptunl approach and. among its major
recommendations, stseqtntly endorsed by the Governing Council, 0C
and by the General Assembly itself, were:

the exercise should be on the interrelationships between
pecle, resotwces, environment and developnent. Wnile the
denograptic variable was an iirçortant dimension, the iss of

making people effective participants in and beneficiaries of
the developnent process was central;



- a systemic approach sx,uld be tried in a liin4ted nunber of
geographically or otherwise distinct areas identified by the
experts:

- a system-wide programae of rk &uld be established, together
with a volimtaxy ftzd to sçport it.

At present, the UN system is working on t case stixiies, coe on the
deforestation of the Hiwalayan Fbothills, and one on carrying capacity in
Feriya. -

In a major contribution to the 2nd U.N. Ipulation Onference, tVEP
outlined its position on the role of pulation increase as a causitive
factor in resource over-exploitation. You may wish to look at this
statement and also at the section of the 1985 State of the ivironment
Report which will cotsider the population and environment iss in detail.

A relevant initiative taken by is our Programme on Peace and
Security and the !hviromnent. We sponsored the Galttig Report which you
may wish to examine. I dressed the Special Session of the General
Msembly on 1isarmament and drew attention to the fact that the
traditional military concept of security was bezning increasingly
obsolete. It mtmt be broadened to inclule auth threats as the depletion
of natural resources and a deterioration of the living envircrnnent. A
cirnmitment to the concern of environmental betterment mt be seen as a
long-term oimdtment to national and global security. The long-term
cunulative effects of even a limited nLclear exchange on the envirnnent,
the so-called "Nulear Winter", has recently destrated the magnitule
of sixth diartptions and their irreversible nature.

UN has tridertaken the developnent of analytical tools to make
clear and sore effective the integration of environmental sideraticns.
in developnent projects, programmes and planning. Our current programme
of work includes the preparation of cost-effective and amplified formats
for environmental impact assesnt, the application of coat-benefit
analysis to environmental protection measures, the adaptation of
integrated physical, socio-econonic and environmental planning to the
requirements of the developing cointries and other tools. e area to
which particular attention is being paid is the linking of environmental
and reso*zce data to traditional eoonanic data (the prodirtion of gs
and services) through the integration of environmental statistics in the
System of National ?ccouts. In this way, "satellite" accozts could be
crnstri.rted which will show envirozntal and natural resource losses and
gins as a stppint to financial indicators. There will be a joint
'arld Eank/UNEP meeting in bvember this year to develop guidelines on
environmental accoufting for une by developing coiitries.

At the Session of a Special tharacter of the t..1EP Governing Cocil
in 1982, the Nairobi eclaration was adopted. In that claraticn both
the poverty of the South and the wasteful oonsuition patterns of the
rth were described as threats to the envirormnt since both could lead

people to over-exploit their natural resource base and the regenerative
capacities of nature. Enphasis was laid on the inter-connection and
inter-relationships between environmental problems and concerns The SSC
urged Governments, inter alia, to establish or strengthen their national
mechaniams for the integration of environmental considerations into
develcpnent planning.



10. The 1984 State of the &ivironment Report considered the role of the
environment in the dialogue between and anxig developed and developing
nations. It scwe i environmental icerns are central to the
political, eic and social issues on which the dialogue
concentrates. And it puts the case for envirnental interdependence by
arguing that e*uiic probless and widespreed poverty force people to
misuee resource and degrede their environments. 'This, in turn, makes
exzic growth and reforms harder to achieve. You may wish to sider
this docmsnt dting yoix deliberations.- thairman.

I believe C',iinission wnhers would ree that a initiatives in
this field could provide you with se building blocks. I am certain you
will wish to draw on this experience, to which ucet of you were party, as
you set about the work of conceptulizing suetairiable developuent. You
have two slxrt years to lete yoiz work, and I would like to pledge
T.WEP' s fullest possible assistance with yo erdeavours. We have the
utust confidence that your report will provide the international
conrnr2ity with a new vision and a new sense of purpose as work to
build a sustainable global society.
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FOR. MRS GRO HARLEM BRUNDTLAND CHAIRMAN WORLD COMMISSION ON

ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT. 3! END CENTURY WORLD POPULATION WILL

SURPASS 6 BILLION AGAINST 3 BILLION TWENTY TEARS AGO AND ABOVE 4,3

BILLION TODAY. P40 STUDY ON AGRICULTURE TOWARD 2000 ESTIMATES NEEDS TO

DOUBLE AGRICULTURE PRODUCTION AT CURRENT LEVEL CONSUMPTION THROUGH

EXTENSION NEW CROP LAND IT 25X, INTENSIFICATION AGRICULTURE INCLUDING

1XPANIZOR IRRZG4TXO? OVER 5? )4XLL!ON flA. ti' Vfl ACXHOVLmDOfl NZBD TO

RAISE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION TO MEET FOOD NEEDS WORLD POPULATION

FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARISE; IN MAKING EFFORT TOWARDS GREATER YIELDS IN

AGRICULTURE FORESTRY AND FISHERIES DO WE NOT RUN RISK EXHAUSTING OUR.

CAPITAL NATURAL RESOURCES BY SACRIFICING LONG TERM FOR SHORT TERM BY

FAILING MANAGE WORLD PATRIMONY IN THE INTEREST FUTURE GENERATIONS? WHAT

APPROPRIATE METHODS CAN BE EMPLOYFfl TN ¶PTt' Tfl TPir'i!e! PRflflfl(9'TflN

AND RAISE LIVING CONDITIONS OP URBAN AND RURAL POPULATION WITHOUT

DEGRADING ENVIRONMENT? THERE ARE AT PRESENT DISQUIETING INDICATIONS or

SERIOUS DEGRADATION AND THREAT TO NATURAL RESOURCES BASE ESSENTIAL FOR

AGRICULTURE IN BOTH DEVELOPING AND DEVELOPED COUNTRIES. IN DEVELOPED

COUNTRIES UNPRECEDENTED RISE IN STANDARDS OF LIVING WITHIN LAST THREE

DECADES HAS BROUGHT HEAVY DEMANDS ON NATURAL RESOURCES 0? BOTH

INDUSTRIAL AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. IT HAS STtMULATED DEVELOPMENT

HIGHLY INDUSTRIALIZED ENERGY INTENSIVE AGRICULTURAL TECHNIQUES IN ORDER

NAXINISE PRODUCTION, THIS HAS CREATED PROBLEMS OF INCIPIENT LAND

c;. -
TE LEPAX

?.Gil 0c-L
MRS. O HARLEM BRUNDTLAND

4

CHAIRMAN
WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT
AND DEVELOPMENT

UNATIONS
GE NE VA
(SWITZERLAND)
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DEGRADATION, WASTE DISPOSAL WHICH NECESSITATED TECHNICAL LEGAL MEASURES

TO REDUCE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT. FURTHER AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES LIKE

OTHER INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES HAVE CAUSED POLLUTION OF LAND, WATER AND AIN

AND CONTAMINATION FOOD AND FEED WITH IMPACT ON NATURAL RESOURCES SUCH AS

FORESTS. IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS ARE

DEGRADATION OP NATURAL RESOURCES FOLLOWED BY INCREASING POLLUTION

PROBLEMS AND THEIR IMPACT ON FOOD SUPPLY, MALNUTRITION AND DISEASES ON

MAN. UNPRECEDENTED RAPID INCREASE IN POPULATION HAS PLACED GREAT

PRESSURE ON NATURAL RESOURCES. CONSEQUENT DRIVE TO INTENSIFY PRODUCTION

HAS DISLOCATED TRADITIONAL AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS AND SOMETIMES CAUSED TOO

RAPID ATTEMPTS TO REPLACE THEM IT MODERN AGRICULTURAL TECHNIQUES TEAT IN

MANY CASES PROVE UNSUSTAINABLE DNDkR PREVAILING ECOLOGICAL, CULTURAL ANE

SOCIO-ECONONIC CONDITIONS. MAN! 01 THESE DEVELOPMENTS ALE TAKING PLACE

IN TROPICAL ECOSYSTEMS INCLUDING FORESTS THAT ARE MORE FRAGILE THAN

THOSE IN TEMPERATE ZONES, WHILE FULL SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE ON PRODUCTIVE

CAPACITY OF TRESS ECOSYSTEMS STILL LACKING. WITHIN THIS CONTEXT RECENT

STTJDIES ON POTENTIAL POPULATION SUPPORTING CAPACITIES OF LANDS IN

DEVELOPING WORLD INDICATES THAT 3! TEE END OF THIS CENTURY, THE ENTIRE

LANDS OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES - ALMOST THREE TIMES THE PRESENT

CULTIVATED AREA - WOULD BARELY BE SUFFICIENT TO PEED THEIR EXPECTED

POPULATIONS IF LOW INPUT METHODS OF FARMING CONTINUED TO BE USED. NO

LESS THAN 64 COUNTRIES - 29 0? THEM IN AFRICA - WOULD BE UNABLE TO P?ZD

THEIR PROJECTED POPULATION FROM THEIR OWN LAND RESOURCES WITH LOW LEVELS

OP INPUTS. SOME 2450 MILLION RECTARES, ALMOST TWO FIFTHS OF THE LAND

AREA, WITH 60Z OF TEE TOTAL POPULATION, WOULD BE CARRYING MORE PEOPLE

THAN AREA COULD SUPPORT, REPRESENTING A SERIOUS THREAT TO EUNAN WELFARE

AND THE ENVIRONMENT. THIS CAN LEAD TO DRASTIC REDUCTIONS IN PAR14 SIZE
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TO UNECONOMICAL LEVELS WITH IMPLICATIONS FOR LAND USE AND FARMING

SYSTEMS; THESE ARE THE MOST CHALLENGING CONCLUSIONS OF TEE FIRST

ATTEMPT TO ANSWER SCIENTIFICALLY THE OUEST!OM; NOW MANY PEOPLE ARE TEE

LANDS OP THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES CAPABLE OP FEEDING? THIS STUD! 3! TAO

REVEALS, HOWEVER, THAT MANY OF TEE 64 CRITICAL COUNTRIES WOULD BE ABLE.

TO PEED THEIR EXPECTED POPULATIONS FROM THEIR OWN LANDS IF THE! COULD

RAISE TEE LEVEL OF FARMING INPUTS OR SLOW DOWN THEIR RATES 0? POPULATION

GROWT!I IT ALSO DEMONSTRATES A HUGE POTENTIAL FOR FOOD

SELP-SUFPICIENtY IN FOUR OUT OF FIVE DEVELOPING REGIONS AND IN THE

DEVELOPING WORLD AS A WHOLE.

PRTUER TTIIØ STUDY OX1TS TO 1' N*fl n niwuY.* pwnwow
APPROPRIATE FARMING SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIES TO MEET THE INCREASING FOOD

DEMAND AND RAISE LIVING CONDITIONS 07 POPULATION IN DEVELOPING

COUNTRIES.

OTHER IMPORTANT ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES WHICH WILL BECOME MORE

CRITICAL TOWARD 2000 II IMMENSE AND DILIGENT ACTION IS NOT TAKEN NOV

AU: DEFORESTATION; DEGRADATION OF GRASSLAND RESOURCES; DEPLETION OP

GENETIC RESOURCES; DESEETIFICATION SOIL DEGRADATION INCLUDING

SALINIZATIOW, WATER RESOURCE SHORTAGE; POLLUTION OP SOIL AIR AND WATER

TO AFFECT AGRICULTURE FORESTRY AND FISHERIES PRODUCTION INCLUDING THE

FOOD CHAIN. IN THIS LATTER CASE IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT FISHERIES

PROVIDES NEARLY ONE QUARTER OF WORLD SUPPLY IN ANIMAL PROTEIN.

TAO READY TO FURTHER DISCUSS AND PROVIDE DETAILED INFORMATION ABOVE

ISSUES TO COMMISSION. WISHING YOU EVERY SUCCESS IN YOUR DELIBERATIONS.

BEST REGARDS. (EDOUARD SAOUMA. DIRECTOR-GENERAL, FOOD AND AGRICULTURE

ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS)
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Dear Mrs. Brundtland,

As requested in your cable dated 9 July 1984, I have pleasure
in sending you herewith a statement on Unesco's approach to environmental
issues, for circulation to the first regular session of the World
Commission on Environment and Development.

I trust you have by now received my cable of 12 September 1984
concerning Unesco's representation at the above session.

Tours sincerely

I,
united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization

(I Ii I i) I, II organisation des nations unies pour l'éducation, Ia science et la culture

,' John B. Kaboré
Acting Assistant Director-General
Cooperation for Development and
External Relations Sector

Mrs. G.B. Brundtland
Chairman
World Commission on Environment
and Development
15, route des Morij.00ns
Geneva 1202
(Switzerland)



UNESCO'S APPROACH TO ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

Evolution of Unesco's concern

Placed by its Constitution at the crossroads of education,

science and culture, Unesco since its creation has been deeply

involved in the relationships between man and nature. As early

as 1948, under the leadership of its first Director General,

the eminent British biologist, Ju.lian Huxley, Unesco sponsored

jointly with the French Government at Fontainebleau a Conference

for the establishment of what was to become the International

Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources.

Twenty years later, in September 1968, Unesco, with the

cooperation of the United Nations, the Food and Agricultural

Organization (FAO) and the World Health Organization (WHO)

organized in Paris an Intergovernmental Conference of Experts

on the Scientific Basis for the Rational Use and Conservation of

the Resources of the Biosphere. It was this Conference - the

first held at the intergovernmental level on the subject as a

whole - which gave rise in 1971 to the Programme on Man and the

Biosphere (MAB), an interdisciplinary research, experimentation

and training programme which today constitutes a central feature

of the Organization's activities concerning the environment.

Between these two dates, 1948 and 1968, Unesco prepared

and carried out several scientific programmes, all hinging on

the same theme of natural resources and the environment in

relation to human activities.. These included the Major Project

on Scientific Research on Arid Lands launched in the Mid-1950's,

the expeditions, studies and permanent services of the Inter-

governmental Oceanographic Commission established in 1960, or

the International Hydrological Decade, which began in 1965 and

is followed up today by the International Hydrological Programme.

At the s4me time many of these scientific activities became more

and more interdisciplinary in character, with a significant

input from the social sciences, and were supplemented by a major

.1..
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involvement in the protection of monuments and of the

cultural heritage.

These few milestones in Unesco's action show that, at

the time of the 1972 UN Conference on the Human Environment,

the Organization had not only built up a highly diversified

network of contacts and machinery for scientific cooperation

in the field of environment and natural resources but had also

already achieved substantial results.

The Stockholm Conference fully confirmed the value of

the lines of action adopted by Unesco and encouraged it to

continue to actively develop its work. In this respect it

can be noted that the debates in Stockholm did not appreciabl.y

change the spirit in which Unesco was already working. For

example, it will be recalled the Biosphere Conference had stressed

the idea that the conservation and protection of the environ-

ment ought to be an integral part of the rational use of its

ressources, an idea that the Stockholm Conference solidly

endorsed in its assessment of the links between environment

and development.

While, the spirit of Unesco's programme remained fully in

keeping with the ideas that had brought them about, the

Stockholm Conference and the subsequent establishment of

UNEP with its Environment Fund were to increase substantially

their scope and their impact.

For instance Unesco had for a long time endeavoured in

connection with its educational activities to create awareness

of the need for preserving nature and natural resources and

giving to the study of the environment its rightful place.

The Organization has always sought also to have education

programmes relate to the reality of socio-cultural situations and

take the major concerns of the relevant societies into account.

However, it was not until after the Stockholm Conference, and

thanks to the backing of the Environment Fund, that a truly

international programme of general education relating to the



environment could be implemented by Unesco. That programme

was based on the work of an intergovernmental conference

organized in Tbilisi in 1977. Then, little by little,

the Organization's own programme of continuing activities

in this important field developed, justifying what has been

called the catalytic role of UNEP in the United Nations system.

Today, environmental problems have reached a very high place

and priority in Unesco's programmes. The Medium Term Plan for

the period 1984-1989 has been based on an analysis of

world problems and of the contribution that Unesco can bring

to their solution. It is very significant to note that one

of the "Major Programmes of the Plan resulting from this

analysis is entitled "The human environment and terrestrial

and marine resources". This Major Programme receives over

US$ 31 million for the bienrium 1984-1985, which corresponds to

approximately 14% of the organization programme funds. The

corresponding figures were approximately US$ 5 million for 1973-

1974 and US$ 18.5 million for 1977-1978, showing a significant

growth rate (after correction.for inflation) for this part of

the Organization's budget. To these regular programme funds

should be added extra-budgetary resources, including UNDP,

UNEP and Funds in Trust, which approximately double the above

figures.

The importance of Unesco's involvement in the environmental

and natural resources field is mentioned here as an indication

of the unanimous support of Member States for this Major

Programme and for their appreciation of the ideas which

sustain its orientation and implementation. A very recent

consultation of Member States for the preparation of the 1986-

1987 Programme and Budget shows that this unanimity and this

appreciation still prevails so that high priority will continue

to be given to the Major Programme and that no important change

in content and approaches is expected in this field in the near

future.



A balanced set of activities

Without entering into details, it seems appropriate to

indicate the range and scope of activities carried out under

the Major Programme 'The human environment and terrestrial and

marine resources' since these activities correspond to Unesco's

assessment of major environmental issues and to its contribution

to their solution. Needless to say that these activities are

conducted in close cooperation with other UN organizations

concerned, particularly UNEP, FAO, WHO, WMO, UNDRO and HABITAT

as well as with the international scientific community.

Under the Major Programme, a first programme is devoted

to "The Earth's crust and its mineral and energy resources

This is essentially a programme in the earth sciences, which

includes an important cooperative research effort called the

International Geological Correlation Programme' but covers

as well activities dealing with the use of geology in land-

use planning and the interactions between the lithosphere and

human activities such as mining and groundwater use.

A second programme is devoted to 'Natural hazards". It

is concerned with the scientific assessment of natural hazards,

including earthquakes, volcanic erruptions, landslides, etc..

and of their prediction. It also deals with the mitigation

of risks arising from all natural hazards, including the

development of preventive measures such as zoning of human

activity or earthquake engineering.

A third programme deals with "Water Resources". This

essentially covers the research, training and cooperative

activities of the International Hydrological Programme (IHP),

to which some 130 countries participate under the guidance of

an intergovernmental council. The programme aims first at

improving our understanding of hydrological processes,



including both the quantity and quality of both surface

water and ground water. On the basis of this understanding,

the programme develops scientific and technical knowledge

and trains the necessary personnel for the assessment, planning

and rational management of water resources. From its strictly

hydrological beginnings the IMP has evolved towards a problem-

oriented scientific approach - therefore an interdisciplinary

one - to the multi faceted question of environmentally sound

water resources development.

A fourth programme covers "The ocean and its resources"

This is a broad programme which includes the activities of the

Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (OC) to which 110

countries participate. The UN Convention on the Law of the Sea

has vested the international community and individual countries

with added responsibilities in the exploration, conservation

and management of the resources of the oceans and the programme

therefore gives special emphasis to the strengthening of

national and regional capacities in this field. Several

internationally coordinated activities of IOC have special

relevance for the protection of the environment. Thus a

specific programme, related to the World Climate Programme, is

devoted to the study of the role of the ocean in climatic

change. Another programme deals with the study and mont.g

of pollution in the marine environment and the evaluation of

the state of health of the oceans. It should also be noted

that ocean research activities of bC are supported by permanent

services, including the Integrated Global Ocean Services System,

The Tsunami Warning System in the Pacific or the International

Oceanographic Data Exchange.

A fifth programme deals with the "management of coastal

and island regions". These regions being located at the inter-

face between the land and the sea are particularly complex and

fragile, have high economic potential and biological product-

ivity, and are subject to formidable human pressures through

demograp'hic increase, human migration, urbanization, industry,

tourism, etc.. The programme develops syntheses of knowledge

on the interactions between terrestrial and marine environments



in coastal and island systems. Through an interdisciplinary

approach it aims at establishing a scientific basis for the

integrated management of coastal zones and of islands, using

the methodology of the MAE Programme and the contributions

of the programmes in marine sciences and in water sciences.

The sixth programme deals with land-use planning and

terrestrial resources. It constitutes the most important

component of the MAE Programme, an intergovernmental and

interdisciplinary research and training programme to which

more than 120 countries participate under the guidance of

an international council. The MAE prograzrune aims at

providing through an interdisciplinary and problem-oriented

approach which includes both the natural and social sciences,

the sciertific knowledge needed to manage environmental

resources in a rational and sustained manner. It places

special emphasis on integrted pilot projects for research,

monitoring, demonstration and training, with participation

of decision-makers and local populations. In relation to

land-use planning and terrestrial resources, the Programme

concentrates on humid and sub-humid tropical regions and an

arid and semi-arid lands, with two corresponding networks of

integrated pilot projects. It also includes a number of

projects concerning the temperate and cold zones, including

coniferous forests, tundra, mountains and mediterranean biomes

where particular attention is paid to the impact on ecosystems

of pollution, eutrophication, pesticides and fertilizers. A

special effort is made for dissemination of applicable results

in appropriate form to decision-makers and planners.

The seventh programme deals witk urban systems and

urbanization. It constitutes the counterpart for urban

areas of the previous programme and centers also around the

MAE approach. Urban areas are considered and studied as

systems, with measurement of flows of matter, water, energy

and people, with a view to throwing light on their functioning

and rational management. Some fifty urban areas, large or small,

have already been studied in this manner around the world. The

programme is accompanied by training activities and promotion of
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public awareness and perception of urbanization problems.

The eighth programme deals with the natural heritage".

It centers around two very specific activities. The first one,

which pertains to the MAE Prograrre, consists in the establish-

ment of an international network of biosphere reserves. Bio-

sphere reserves are representative ecological areas where

conservation of plant and animal species in a core area is

accompanied by ecological research, monitoring, training and

education and where traditional human activity may be maintained

in a buffer zone, thus contributing to ensure the suport of

the population concerned. At this date 226 biosphere reserves

have been designated in 62 countries and an international plan

of action for biosphere reserves is being drawn for approval

by the MAE Coordinating Council and for endorsement by the

governing bodies of UNEP, FAC, Unesco and IUCN. The second

activity consists in the implementation of the. Convention

concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural

Heritage adopted in 1972 and to which 82 countries are parties.

Under this Convention, a number of natural sites of outstanding

universal value are already inscribed on the "World Heritage

List" and can therefore benefit for their protection of the

cooperative mechanisms which are provided by the Convention,

including the World Heritage Fund.

The ninth and last programme under the Major Programme

deals with "environmental education and information". It

provides for production and dissemination of scientific

information on all aspects of the environment, including

through such means as poster-exhibits or the quarterly journal

"Nature and Resources': It includes a major effort for the

development of general environmental education in schools and

out-of-schools, in co3peration with UNEP. It also promotes

environmental awareness at the educational level among

professional groups such as engineers and economists.



Major issues for_action

The above indications on Unesco's environmental concerns

and main lines of activity, although limited to the domain of

competence of the Organization, should provide an overall idea

of major issues upon which action should concentrate in future

years.

This need for action remains particularly pressing since,

despite the measures taken in recent years, most environmental

problems are still a source of concern, and taken as a whole

they are still growing. Available data on the scale of soil-

erosion, loss of soil fertility, desertification and deforest-

ation (especially in the tropical regions), scarcity of fuelwood,

air and water pollution, the disappearance of animal and plant

species, the speed and increasingly acute problems of urban-

ization, the precariousness of food production for rapidly

growing human populations, and a number of other problems reveal

the seriousness of the current situation in the world and

particularly in developing countries. In this context the

national and international efforts to protect and enhance the

human environment should be vigorously pursued and strengthened

notwithstanding the economic difficulties encountered by most

countries. It is abundantly clear from Unesco's experience and

viewpoint that this proection and enhancement of the environment

should be seen in the context and as part of sound economic,

social and cultural development.

For this reason the problems of the environment should not

be artificially separated from those of rational utilization of

natural resources. While such a separation may be required at

certain levels of action, it should never hide the need for an

integrated approach and the search for harmonious relationships

between people, resources, environment and development. In

this respect it is particularly necessary to integrate con-

servation of nature and of genetic resources with land resources

development, an approach whichmay encounter considerable

difficulties at the local level and which will require major

efforts in future years. The concept of biosphere reserves



constitutes a significant contribution to this problem and

should therefore be firmly promoted and implemented.

Generally speaking the integration of the environmental

dimension in the development process is hampered by a number of

obstacles which have still to be surmounted in economic thinking,

in administrative structures, in decision-making, in applied

research, in education, in public information, etc.... Public

perception and attitudes as well as national institutions in all

fields are not yet adapted to the handling of non-linear systems

such as those with which societies are faced when integrating

environmental - and also social and cultural - considerations

in economic development. In order to improve this situation,

major efforts appear to be required for innovative approaches in

such fields as scientific research, general education and public

information.

Concerning scientific research on rational environmental

management it has been often said that sufficient knowledge is

available and that'the problem is to apply this knowledge. Such

an overwhelming statement hides the fact that existing knowledge

is often not applied because it is not applicable. Much of it

is of a theoretical character, or related to experience acquired

in different ecological or socio-cultural conditions, or simply

of a linear' character neglecting interactions between the various

elements of the problem studied. In some cases, such as tropical

soil biology or marine biology, fundamental knowledge itself is

inadequate. There is therefore a pressing need for well designed

research on environmentally-sound management of natural resources,

a need which has been recently recognized in various quarters,

including the World Bank.

The research effort which is required in the years to come

should essentially be problem-oriented and to a large extent

interdisciplinary, involving the basic and applied natural

sciences as well as the social and human sciences. The research

programmes .should be formulated in close consultation with the

planners and decision-makers including engineers and economists,

and should take full account of the socio-cultural conditions and
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of the skills and aspirations of the populations concerned.

This approach, which is advocated by the MAB Programme,

encounters the traditional obstacles of disciplinary

compartiznantalization, particularly between natural and

social sciences, as well as those of separation between

research and decision-making. 0nly a major problem-oriented

research effort can however provide the sound basis upon which

the environment/development issues can be resolved.

The research effort which is needed concerns all aspects

of environment and natural resources, depending on local

conditions and local priorities. The growing pressure of

human populations and the complexity of the problems involved

indicate that a considerable research effort will be needed for

the rational management of urban areas and of coastal regions

in developed and developing countries alike. At the same time,

the precarity and gravity of the food situation will require

further basic and problem-oriented research in such fields as

the understanding, maintenance and where possible enhancement

of soil fertility (particularly in the humid tropics), the

increased efficiency of irrigation, the development of aqua-

culture or the applications of microbiology. These examples

naturally do not exclude the need for continued research in

other types of ecosystems, such as the tropical forests, or

other domains such as renewable energy sources.

Concerning education in schools and out of schools, the

efforts which have been initiated to integrate the environmental

dimension are still in their first stages and can only yield

fully their fruits in the long run. These efforts will have to

be actively pursued in developed and developing countries alike,

while carefully adapted to local conditions. Their aim will be

to facilitate the proper understanding of his environment by

every child and help him shape responsible attitudes towards this

environment and natural resources.



Concerning public information a major effort remains

to be undertaken to mobilize the media on an in-depth and well

balanced presentation of environmental and natural resources

issues. The successful and high quality achievements of the

last few years remain grossly insufficient to provide the

public with a full and correct appreciation of the problems

and to help it, particularly in developed countries, to

modify certain perceptions and attitudes which have far

reaching consequences for the whole world.

Environmental problems by their large scale implications

offer wide opportunities for international cooperation, including

on global issues such as carbon dioxide or the health of the

oceans.

Increased efforts should be made to further develop this

cooperation. This can take place in North-South relations, parti-

cularly for research and training activities around subjects and

areas of great scientific interest and economic potential. Such.

increased North-South cooperation on the environment can provide

a solid basis for a wider dialogue on the related questions of

resources and the international division of labour. The extreme

diversity of environmental and ecological conditions in the

various regions, sub-regions and countries of the world prohibits

however generalized recipes and calls for properly rooted

approaches to local problems. This demands vigorous efforts to

develop in all countries the capacity to assess, study and

manage the environment and the natural resources. It also

offers highly promising opportunities for cooperation between

countries having similar problems, including South-South

exchanges of personnel and information at the level of "eco-

regions". This cooperation at the sub-regional or inter-

regional level, which is slowly shaping up, for instance in the

case of humid tropical forests or of semiarid grazing lands,

should be strongly encouraged. The research and training

programmes of Unesco briefly presented above, including the MAB

Programme with its interdisciplinary, flexible and highly-

decentralized approach, represent an avenue for action which
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should be developed and could be expanded to the areas

of management, technical cooperation and international

development.
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Madam,

I have the honour to refer to your invitation to present and discuss WHO's
views on the issues that the Coission should address. May I 'lake this
opportunity to congratulate you on your nomination as the Chairperson of the
World Coission on Environment and Development.

As the Secretariat of the Coiss ion has already been informed,
unfortunately, I wi]]. not be in Geneva at that time. I hope that there may be
another opportunity to meet with the Conmission but, in the meantime, I wish
to assure you of the interest the Organization takes in the work of the
Coission and in the plan to bring forth to the world counity the
Environment Perspective to the Year 2000 and Beyond.

I do not need to emphasize the crucial interrelationship between the
environment and human health. Unfortunately the health of the people and
their productivity are not sufficiently taken into account for environmental
decision-making and I hope that the work of the Coission will help to
address this important problem.

The goal of Health for Al]. by the Year 2000 sit for the world counity by
WHO's Member States pursues the aim that by the end of this century all people
may enjoy a state of health which will enable them to lead socially and
economically productive lives. For this to be possible, determined action
inter alia must be decided upon and taken to improve the unsanitary and
unhealthy environment in which a vast majority of the people live today,
especially in developing countries. This aspect of environmental
decision-making leaves much to be desired. Yet, the cycle of poverty,
unsanitary environment, ill-health and the consequent inability of the people
to contribute fully to their own development must be interrupted. The
Commission has an important task in dealing with this priority issue in
respect to the health-environment relationship.

Looking into the future, the Organization is most concerned about the
increasing environmental health hazards associated with the production, use
and disposal of chemicals as well as with hazards arising from physical
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factors in the environment. The toxic and radio-active wastes and their
management are only one part of this problem. Other concerns are the need for
assessment and monitoring, regulatory control and more generally prevention.
As the Conmission looks at the year 2000 and beyond, it will no doubt address
itself to another aspect in the health-environment relationship, i.e. the
threats to man's physical, social and mental health posed by th. rapidly
growing urban areas, particularly in the developing countries. The hazards to
human health constitute one of the main environmental issues which peoples of
the world will face in the future.

Finally, I should like to stress that for the most part health
considerations in environmental management or in the development of their
institutions have not received the attention they deserve by the Governments.
I would hope that the work of the Coission will help deepen the awareness of
all concerned to these all important issues.

I believe it wOuld be useful for the Secretariat of the Coission to be
in touch with the technical staff of WHO. For this purpose, I have pleasure
in designating Dr B.H. Dieterich, Director, Division of Environmental Health,
to be the point of contact. Dr Dieterich will be available to provide such
information which the Ccnmission may need regarding WHO's progres and

activities.

I wish the Coimaission success in its important task.

I have the honour to be,

Madem,

Tour obedient Servant,

p

H. Mahier, M.D.
Director-General

2

Mrs Gro }larlem Brundtland, Chairman,
Page

World Conmission on Environment and Development, 27 September l9

Geneva
EBE/E5/86/l
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Distinguished colleague., 2 am informed that the World Caevnission on
Environment and Development intends, at this stage, to obtain an overall view
of problems that might be considered in the coin, of its work over the next
one and a half years or so. For this purpose, you will inevitably be
confronted with a formidable array of issues for review fran which a critical
few will need to be chosen. In order to assist you in this task, I will
attempt to spotlight a number of issues related to the environment and
dsv.lcipm.nt which seem to be Important fran the vantage point of the World
P4stsorological Organition.

Weather and climate play a siguificant rol. in all spheres of human
activity. The present state of th climate system rests on reciprocal
influences interacting between it. various intenlinked canpon.nts (athospher.,
oceans, cryosphere and land surface/biosphere). The distribution of
temperature and precipitation and climate/land-surface biosphere interactions
largely determines the typ. of plant and animal life forms that can be
supported in different regions of the world. The climate of a given locality
and the world could be substantially altered if human activity consciously or
inadvertently begins to interfere with the athtosph.r. and other climate system
canpanents. The possibility that the man-induced emission of radiatively
active gases (e.g. CO2) could alter the planetary radiation balance and
cltate is of considerable concern to all. Further, the ateosphere as a
medium is a rapid carrier of pollutants - aerosols, particulat. matter and
gases can circumnavigate the globe fran a few veeks to a few nths,
traniboundary pollution transport and acid rain are major environmental
problems.

With this background, I would like to propose the following issues for
the consideration of the World Comnission on Environment and D.velomnnt.

1. Climate change and potential impacts

History documents the adverse and, on occasion, catastrophic
consequences of change in climate and climatic variability. A significant
effort is warranted in order to better grasp this issue regionally and
globally.

2 induced climate changes It is generally accepted that
increasing concentration of ateosph.ric CO2 will lead to global
'warming. While there is sane uncertainty about the precise
magnitude of warming, there is considerably less knowledge about
the regional distribution of temperature change, and possible
changes in precipitation patterns. Continued research and
assessment work in this area is required. Problems which also need
to be investigated include effects on land/sea ice, sea level, sea
surface temperatures and feed back effects which may determine
CO2 equilibrium levels and global climate.

A joint assessint of the CO2 - climate issue was made by IeO,
UNEP and ICS7 in Villach (Austria) in 1981 and a second joint
assessment is planned for October 1985 in the same place.
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Other radiativelZ climate changes There is
increasing evidence that the cirtulative effect on climate of
increasing concentrations of radiatively active gases (other than
CO2) such II 03, i4, NOx may be of the same magnitude as
that of COT. Further research studies, including photo-chemical
interactions which affect the concentration of these gases are
needed. As regards 03, t40 was designated by UNEP as the
international lead agency for the physics and chemistry
considerations of the ozone layer. The W40 Global Ozone search
and Monitoring Project was authorized in 1976.

Natural climate system variabiliys A considerably better
understanding of natural climate system variability is of uteost
importance. The accruing knowledge on CO2 and other radiatively
active gases, must be accanpanied with a more precise understanding
of natural climate system changes to bring about a suItantial
progress in climate prediction. Th. underlying assiinptions which
purport to make these issues separable need to be carefully
examined. Several activities to better understand and model
climate system processes to determine the predictability of climate
are being undertaken by the World Climate search Programme.

Imact assessment methodo1og: Continued stress needs to be placed
on improving methods to assess the social and econatic impacts of
potential climate change. Methodology should be developed both for
regional and global applications and preferably meing coupled
conponent models (to handle interrelated discipline areas). Until
accurate climate prediction becanes a reality', impact assessment
techniques should be flexible to permit rapid updates and
re-assessments. Multi-disciplinary research will be required. The
World Climate Impacts Studies Programme being implemented by UNEP
strives to achieve these objectives.

2. Climate System Monitoring

The atmosphere-ocean-cryosphere-land surface/biosphere system is
canplex, interdisciplinary, and interactive. Both internal and external
processes contribute to climate system fluctuations which result in series of
weather events which affect all social and econanic activities. The recent
82/83 El Nio/Southern Oscillation (S0) event, with associated impacts
(floods, droughts, extreme weather) world wide, is one exemple of a
significant climate system fluctuation - in this case primarily through
ateosphere-ocean feedback processes Persistent climatic ananaliesR could
lead to eocial/econanic disruption frt which recovery is often difficult. To
aid governments in plaiming and in decision making it is crucial that the
climate systelita be judiciously monitored, and simple, concise information be
made available which provides an understanding of the present state of climate
and possible clues to cause/effect relationships and consequences/impacts. It
is necessary to monitor physical variables as well as other macro-indicators
(e g. fluctuations in desert margin zones, vegetation cover, land/sea ice,
aerosols/pollution-0O2, solar variability, and geophysical parameters -
earth's rotation changes, volcanic eruptions). ?econstruction of past climate
variation would provide perspective to present climate fluctuations.



A strong effort in this area is warranted due to the currently
decentralize:! or fragmented state of information availability. In the future,
improvements would be necessary to data acquisition and data management
systems. Integrated into the activity should be mechanisms for the free and
timely flow of concise information particularly those concerning the onset
of sigoificant large-scale climatic anomalies of social and economic
consequence. The regional and g]bal monitoring of drought and
desertification processes should also be undertaken. A Cliinate System
Mon itoringN activity has been initiated under the World Climate Data Prograumte
with support from T3NEP/GEP.

3. Environmental Pollution

Environmental pollution has and will be a problem that must be
addressed. Improved observing/monitoring systems must be stressed as we].l as
models to determine pollution trajectories and distribution characteristics.
Also necessary is to ensure the required information flow and to establish
international standards for pollution control related to environmental factors
which influence dispersion, fallout and absorption rates.

cd_r.!is Industrial emission and the burning of fossil fuels are
a major source of $02 and other gases which are photocheinically
converted to acids and deposited on th. earth through rain. There
is substantial evidence that acid rain is causing considerable
deinage to terrestrial and aquatic biota and altering soil
characteristics, besides eroding buildings and historical
monuments. The issue is of international concern since acid rain
at a particular location can be caused by the emission of
pollutants into the atmosphere from far removed source points.
There needs to be research studies undertaken, agreements between
countries and the establishment of pollution control standards to
limit the problem.

To monitor acid rain and other pollutants on the global scale, the
WMO Environmental Pollution Monitoring and search Prograimne, in
collaboration and support from T3NEP coordinates the operation of
the Background Air Pollution Monitoring Network (BAPMoN). The
network presently consists of 200 regional and baseline stations in
65 countries with about 30 more countries planning to join this
proqranuie. The main goals of BAPM0N are to obtain continuously
climate- and environment-related data using standardized
measurement methods p to assure data quality and to assist
participants in implementing monitoring progranmies which include
determination of the chemical composition of wet precipitation,
observations of atmospheric turbidity, monitoring the concentration.
of suspended particulate matter of CO2, and of some other
parameters.

Long-range transmission of asEhericJollutantsz Long-range and
transboundary pollution transport is a problem of significant
concerns. Monitoring and research of the subject as well as
agreements between countries to limit the problem are necessary.
Within the Co-operative Progranmte for the Monitoring and Evaluation
of the Long-range Transmission of Air Pollutants in Europe (E)P)
WMO, with support from UNEP, is responsible for the meteorological
aspects of EMEP and is in charge of two Meteorological Synthesizing
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Centres (ICs) with the aim of improving computational models for
the assessment of trarisboundary fluxes and deposition of certain
pollutants. The )Cs regularly distribute the results obtained.
It is envisaged to extend the progranmie to some other regions.

Air_pollution interaction with other media and meteorological
a!pects of air o1lution. With UNEP support, WMO activities which
address this issue, include studies on Marine Pollution and the
Interchange of Pollutants between the Abnosphere and the Ocsans
Multi-media and integrated monitoring (p4) of environmental
pollutants, their interchange between the aeuosph.re, oceans and
other media' and meteorological aspects of atmospheric pollution
in impact level areas (near sources and at high levels of
pollution). Two international symposia on IN were organized (in
1978 and 1981) in co-operation with UNEP and Unesco. Another
sympcsiizn including this subject ii planned to be held in 1985.

arie_P2l!ui.!n Oil spills from ocean tankers cause considerable
marine pollution with adverse effects on marine and land surface
(shore-line) biota. Under the Marine Meteorological Services
Programee of 4O a specialized forecast service is maintained for
pollution monitoring and clean-up operations. These services are
defined in the appropriate Manual on Marine Meteorological Services
published by WMO. The purpose is to provide meteorological support
for this important environmental activity, which is specifically
relevant to the tJNEP Pegional Seas Programee.

An important example of the close cooperation between *10 and UNEP
is the direct interconnexion between the Pegional Meteorological
Prograrmie and the Xuwait Action Plan.

4. Other Environment-related Issues

Desertification, deforestation, soil erosions Desertification can
be caused by a variety of natural and man-induced factors such ass
climate change - persittnt changes in the large-scale
circulations mis-management of marginal lands changes in
land-use, surface albedo and moisture re-cycling mechamisms,
and/or a combination of these factors. Contributing to the above
are increasing population pressures urbanization and decreased
mobility of societies and econaitic/social/political instability
leading to short-term planning anii decision making. Deforestation
can lead to altered micro/sieso climate conditions, reduced
moisture availability, erosion and eventually 'desertification.

Concerted studies are required to develop methodology to combat
wind/rain induced erosion and desertificationp to develop



strategies whereby societies can react to changing climate
envjronmentsp and to transfer technology/techniques to regions
which need assistance. Multi-disciplinary research, practical
applications through demonstration projects, and improved
dissemination of simple concise information ar. needed to improve
the awareness of governments. Conc.ivably, effective expert teams
could visit countries/regions where drought and desertification are
major problemsi make preliminary assessments on the canpatibility
with available climatic and other natural resources of
past/ongoing/planned activities p and propose implementation
strategies to avert catastrophic consequences in the future.
International assistance to selected (worst-case) countries could
serve as models. Activities under the World Climate Applications
Programe and *10's Agrczneteorological programete address these

needs.

Weather Modifications The potential benefits fran being able to
modify weather (e g. enhance or re- ]øcats rainfall, suppress hail)
are clear. However, there is a need for basic research and
practical studies to develop weather modification operational
capabilities, and to assess the possible environmental side
effects. The ongoing and planned activities under the Weather
Modification Programee of *10 address thes. requirements.

Possible climatic consequences of nuclear warfares An exchange of
nuclear weapons would emit large quantities of particulate and
gaseous pollutants into the troposphere and stratosphere. cent
numerical model experiments suggest that the climatic consequence
of mich emissions on the radiation balance of the earth could be
catastropic. For example, through blocking solar radiation it is
believed that a series of all-year "uucl.ar winters is possible.
The subject is being investigated by *10 and ICSU.

5, !nvironmental and development strategies

Prouoting the use of ecologically viable policies in both developed
and developing countries is a challenging task. Substantial, though
fragmented, information already exists - this would need to be carefully
synthesized into concise but canprehensive proposals to guide governments.
Well produced television docizuentaries, radio shows, newspaper articles and
the introduction of environmental studies in schools at an early stage would
contribute siificantly to improved public awareness. Case studies and
examples of how not to implement projects should be pibliciaed. Such

information should be widely disseminated.
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The international Council of Scientific Unions UCSU) welcomes the
initiative taken by the United Nations to establish the World Commission on
Environment and Development, and regrets Its lnabulty to be represented at the
Commiulon's first meeting. ICSU particularly welcomes point 9 of the
Resolution (38/161) adopted by the United Nations General Assembly, which
encourages the Commission to lntei' aIi "maintain an exchange of views with th.

scientific corn munity."

The InternatIonal Council at Scientific Unions Is a federation of 20
International Scientific Unions, 17 ScientIfic AssocIates, 70 National Members
(academies of sciences, national research counciLs and such), and over a dozen
interdisciplinary committees an4 commissions. ICSU was created in 1931 for the
principal objective of enncoursglng international scientific activity for the
benefit of mankind. It does this by Initiating, designing and coordinating
international scientific research peojects the International Geophysical Year and
the International Biological Programme are probably the best known examples.

Many of the Members of ZCSU are particularly concerned with the
problems of the environment and development. Although it is not the Intention
of this paper to provide an exhaustive list or a description of these, it may be of
interest to cite some examples of such activities to give an idea of the range and
scope of ICSU's involvement In these issues. Such examples would include the
work of the ICSU ScientIfic Committee on Problems of the Environment
(SCOPE) In biogeochemlcal cycles, .cotoxlcology, land transformation, dynamics
of continental wetlands and water bodies, and the environmental consequences of
nuclear war; the Irternational Union of Biological Science's ClUBS) Decade of the
Tropics programme; the International Geographic Union's (IGU) work on
environmental cartography; the Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research's
(SCOR) involvement In the study of climatic changes and the ocean arid
ecological theory in relation to biological oceanography; and ICSU1s collaboration
with the WMO on the World Climate Research Programme. Other examples
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Include the International Biosciences. Networks projects on the comparison of

African and Latin American savanna ecosystems and on the parasitic weed
Striga; the Commission an th. Application of Science to Agriculture, Forestry
and Aquaculture's (CASAFA) and the International Union of Nutritional Sc1ences

(ZUNS) work related to nutrition and food production, as well as the Committee

on the Teaching of Science's activities related to science and technology
education and future human needs.

It should be noted that many of these activities talc. place In developing
countries, and that In addition, many ICSU bodies carry out ongoing training
activities in developing countries and sponsor travel fellowship and exchange
programmes, all for the purpose of strengthening th. scientific Infrastructure In

developing countries.

In addition to the examples of ongoing activities provided above, ICSU Is

sponsoring a scientific symposium on "Global Change" on 25 September of this
year, at the time of ICSU's 20th General Assembly. The Global Change
Symposium Is a part of a systematic, longer term exploration by ICSU and Its
constltutsnt bodies to consider a proposal to launch an International,

Interdisciplinary programme to study global chang. in th terrestrial
environment (geosphere) and the life that inhabits It (biosphere) as a closely
coupled system. This programme would augment established national and
international programmes to illuminate the processes that govern the behaviour

of the oceans, atmosphere, lithosphere, biosphere and the solar terestrial
domain, by addressing the interfaces among them.

It Is the earnest hope of the International Council of Scientific Unions that
the World Commission on Environment and Development will collaborate with
the international scientific community which has for so many years been
intimately Involved In searching for solutions to environmental problems. It Is
also our hope that duplication of efforts will be avoided In the work of the
Commission and In the work of other existing bodies such as ours. We are

convinced that the problems to be treated are large enough for a number of
organizations and individuals to be working toward their resolution. It would
however, be a shameful waste of resources and time Li the sam. questions were

asked in different places and by different bodies, with no communication among
these.

We stand ready therefore to provide the World Commission with additional
information and assistance, and we look jorward to the future fruitful
collaboration between our organizations.



CONSERVATION OF LIVING RESOURCES:
A CRUCIAL ISSUE FOR THE WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT
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By
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INTRODUCTION

The World Conservation Strategy was published in 1980 to provide a
set of principles for guiding the integration of conservation with
development (Annex 1). The WCS points out that human activities are
progressively eroding the Earths capacity to support life at the
same tim. that growing numbers of people and increasing levels of
consumption are making ever greater demands on the planet's
resources. The combined destructive impacts of a poor majority
struggling to stay alive and an affluent resource-consuming minority
are inexorably and rapidly eroding the buffer that has always
existed, at least on the global scale, between human resource
consumption and the planet's productive capacity.

This erosion of the planet's life-support systems is likely to
continue until methods of development come more into line with the
realities of the Earth's resource capacities and processes, so
becoming sustainable in the long term. The problems of living
natural resources cannot be separated from the larger issues of
social and economic development.

Bowever, IUCN would like to address more particularly certain
aspects of the issue of conserving living natural resources. This
is where we have specialized expertise and where considerable
improvement is required if these resources are to realize their
potential for contributing to human welfare.

THE BENEFITS TO BE GAINED FROM CONSERVING LIVING RESOURCES

The many good reasons for conserving living resources can only be
summarized in this short presentation:

' Further advances in biological sciences depend heavily on the
preservation of wild species as the basic material from which
discoveries of new biological processes and substances will be
made.

** Breakthoughs in molecular biology and genetic engineering offer
tremendous promise for the future. The genes of wild species
will be essential raw material or blue prints for future
applications.
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** To f.ed, clothe, house and fuel the human population of the next
century, a considerable increase beyond present farm and foresi
productivity will be required. This can only be achieved by
increasing present yields or by bringing new land, mostly
marginal land, under cultivation. In both cases many of the
adaptive qualities that will be required from cultivated planti
and (to a lesser extent) from domestic animals, will be drawn
from the genes of wild species.

** Many industrial and medical products are of natural origin or
have been synthesized on the basis of natural models. As our
knowledge of wild species increases, so will the number of
marketable products derived from them.

** Many species play key roles as pollinators, seed dispersal
agents, sources of food or decomposers of dead matter; Their
disappearance or depletion may have far-reaching consequences e
the cological balance of natural and man-made ecosystems.

** Natural ecosystems such as forests, wetlands, mangrove. or cora
reefs play an extremely important part in maintaining and
regularizing water supply, preventing erosion, absorbing
environmental pollutants, protecting the coastline against
storms, and providing essential habitat to marketable species.

** In addition to these utilitarian reasons, there are also strong
ideological arguments in favor of the conservation of living
resources, among them: man's moral responsibility to not
knowingly set back the course of evolution in an irreversible
way; the right of species to exist regardless of any usefulnet
to man; the importance of the enjoyment of nature to our sani
and well-being.

3. OBSTACLES TO CONSERVING LIVING RESOURCES

There is ample knowledge available to solve most of the problem.
surrounding the management of living resources. What has been
lackinq is the means to solve the problems and the political will t
implement these means.

Major obstacles which will have to
are to be conserved are lack of an
conservation, lack of awareness of
information, lack of institutional

3.1. The economic framework

The economic systems which seek to regulate today's world have bee
slow to take account of the value of living resources, except in
terms of direct consumption or export commodities. Only a small
proportion of wildlife and habitat resources are so recognizably
valuable as to spark sustainable management practices through the
workings of prevailing economic systems.

be overcome if living resources
economic framework which favour
the problem, lack of adequate
capacity and lack of funds.
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Global life-support systems and the majority of wild species do not
have a value that can be easily quantified and reflected in economic
systems, models, or cost-benefit analyses of alternative development
plans.

3.2. Awareness of the problem

What is at stake is no longer the loss of a few species of
vertebrates but of hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions, of
animal and plant species belonging to all taxonomic groups as well
as of a large number of the remaining natural ecosystems of the
earth. Awareness of the magnitude of the problem is very recent,
even among scientists. It is essential that decision makers and the
public be informed and convinced of the importance of the matter.

3.3. Making information available

There is a need to facilitate decision making by providing reliable
information on the conservation status of species aiad ecosystems,
including the probable ffects of proposed human activities on these
features of the natural environment.

-- Such information is still sketchy and the full picture will only
emerge after much further research. Systems for monitoring the
status and trends of, at least, key species and natural
ecosystems will have to be established.

-- Information on the anticipated effects of human activities on
biological diversity will have to be obtained through
environmental impact assessments, and guidelines developed to
assist the adoption of mitigative measures. Of particular
importance would be prior analysis of the effects of economic
policies, particularly agricultural policies, as well as of
bilateral or multilateral foreign aid projects.

3.4 The institutional capacity to conserve

The development of strong national and international institutions
with clear mandates and powers to preserve biological diversity will
be necessary if appropriat, land-use planning and adequate
environmental safeguards are to be adopted and effectively
impl.m.nted. Such institutions will have to be staffed by competent
environmental managers, who are at present in very short supply. Tc
remedy this situation, many more training courses f or managers of
living resources will have to be organized.

At the international level there may be a need to conclude a world
treaty on the preservation of biological diversity and to strengther
and expand present cooperative activities.
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3.5. Funding conservation of living resources

Nowhere is the level of funding sufficient to provide for the
preservation of the full range of biological diversity which is
obviously required. This is the direct consequence of the lack of
awareness and institutional capacity mentioned above. Moreover, it
should be remembered that a large majority of the world's species
inhabit tropical countries which have extremely limited financial
resources. As all countries of the world, however, stand to benefa
from the preservation of living resources, it would seem logical to
establish an international funding mechanism to provide for an
equitable sharing of conservation costs. Contributions from the
users of wild species or of products derived from wild genetic
resources could assist in providing the necessary funds.

Financial and technical assistance should also be provided by
bilateral and multilateral aid sources for the specific purpose of
living resources conservation projects. At present, even where
funds are available for such projects, states often'do not apply fc
them as they feel that they should give priority to more immediate
development concerns such as famine relief. Aid funds specifically
earmarked for conservation projects could assist in resolving this
problem.

4. SUGGESTED ACTION FOR THE WORLD COMMISSION

The World Conservation Strategy puts forward the priority
requirements for achieving each of the main objectives of living
resource conservation. These include both national actions, to be
carried out by each country, and international actions, to be
carried out bilaterally or multilaterally.

Priority national actions

** Preparation and implementation of national and/or subnational
conservation strategies;

CC Adoption of preventative environmental policies and
cross-sectoral conservation policies;

** Inclusion of non-market indicators of conservation performance
in national accounting systems;

** Advance assessment of the likely environmental effects of all
major actions;

** Adoption of a procedure for allocating land and water uses basec
on ecosystem evaluation and environmental assessment;

Review and strengthening of legislation concerning living
resources to ensure that it provides sufficiently for
conservation, paying particular attention to enforcement;
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** Review and improvement of the status, organization, funding and
staffing of agencies with responsibilities for living resources;

** Review and strengthening of training facilitie, at the
professional, technical, and user levels;

** Rural development combining short-term measures to ensure human
survival with long-term measures to safeguard the resource base
and improve the quality of life.

Priority international actions

** Review of the coverage and effectiveness of international law
relevant to living resources, development of new law to remedy
any deficiencies, and implementation of international
conservation conventions;

CC Multilateral and bilateral assistance for reforestation,
restoration of degraded environments, and protetion of the
natural support system. of fisheries and of genetic resources;

** Multilateral and bilateral assistance for the design and
implementation of ecologically appropriate policies and the
establishment and maintenance of effective conservation
procedures, law., and organizations;

** Cooperative programmes for conservation of tropical forests;
drylands: wetlands; and the on site protection of the wild
relatives of economic or useful species, of threatened species.
and of ecosystems of exceptional diversity.

Prom this agenda for action, several specific activities for the
Commissions attention can be derived:

To launch a consciousness-raising exercise to bring the issue t
the attention of policy makers and the public at large. A
primary goal of this exercise needs to be a broader-based
understanding of how seemingly unrelated areas of activity such
as trade policy and interest rates can have severe and
detrimental effects on living resource conservation; and,
conversely, how living resource conservation can contribut, to
human welfare and national security.

** To examin. the economic. of living resource conservation,
including systems for assigning values to gene pools, species,
ecosystem processes (such as watershed protection), and
protected area.; the kind of incentives and assistance which
would effectively encourage the protection of native flora and
animal habitats; economic significance for countries of the
protection of key habitat. such as wetlands; and exchange of
information on the practices of countries in the use of econoni
incentives in the conservation of living resources and natural
habitats.
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et To establish systems for monitoring status and trends of key
species and natural ecosystems.

** To promote increased understanding among aid organisations that
maintenance and management of a functioning cosystem is a
pr.-r.quisite for sustanable development. The aim of this
activity will be to effectively demonstrate that the long-term
economic viability of most development projects is dependent
upon early identification of both the positive and the
detrimental effects which such. development will have on the
resource base and promotion of measures necessary to promote the
positive effects and mitigate the negative effects.

** To encourage and assist in the preparation of National
Conservation Strategies (NCSs), as a valuable way to help
countries find their own paths toward sustainable development.
In particular, promotion of the national rather than the local
benefit of specific resources, e.g., the role of forests in
watershed protection and the critical role of freshwater and
coastal wetland systems as nursery areas of commercial fish
stocks. By the beginning of 1984, over 30 countries were
preparing or had prepared national or sub-national conservatior
strategies.

** To extend and make more secure the network of parks and reserv
to effectively cover all ecosystem types and essential genetic
resources, and to develop the requisite management plans need.&
to turn a piece of land into an effective conservation
instrument which brings sustainable benefits to people. Such
plans need to include management practices which minimize the
conflicts and possible detrimental effects between nature
reserves and neighbouring land uses. While not a panacea,
effectively managed protected areas can provide the strongest
possible protection to species and ecosystems which are manage
elsewhere for direct utilization.

** To develop ways and means of conserving living resources outsi
protected areas, using such techniques as easements, public
incentives, enforceable regulations, and others.

To develop a better understanding of the lessons that can be
derived from current efforts at protecting living resources.
This should include investigating the successes and failures o'
international legal instruments and alternative forms of
development assistance as they affect living resource. For
example, many European countries promote the export of experti-c
in dam or polder construction without due consideration of
whether this leads to a programme for sustainable use of the
water resources of developing countries; studies in Senegal an4
Egypt suggest that this is not always so and that ecologically
sound alternatives need to be identified.
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The potential scope for action by countries in conserving living
resources ii of course much broader than this. As we have seen,
many seemingly unrelated national policies have major impacts on
living resources. Th.se impacts need to be better understood and
addressed. The development of more effectiv. institutional
infrastructure. is also sorely n.ed.d and can best be accomplished
at the intergovernmental level.

Environment and Development can also have a
promoting a better understanding among
a. economic ministries and treasuries, of
greater governmental commitment to
in th. form and allocation of development

IUcN in its continuing work to implement the World Coniervation
Strategy would be pl.ased to assist the Commission, if it so wishes,
in developing these ideas further and in contributing to the
development of ways and mean. of ensuring that livi natural
resources can make a major contribution to sustainable modes of
development.
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